
France



French citizens sometimes

are called the frogs
It’s used in a joking way by the

British and Americans, referring

to French people eating frog’s

legs.

It’s not hugely offensive, but that

being said, we shouldn’t use the

term in polite conversation.

An elderly or very “proper” and

proud French person could take

offence at the use of a mildly

disparaging term like this.



The French flag

The French flag contains from three

colors: blue, white and red.

The colors symbolize nobility (blue),

clergy (white), and bourgeois (red),

which were the estates of the old

regime in France.



The capital

of France

Paris is the capital of France. It’s located
in the north-central part of the country.
One od the most popular attractions
in Paris are The Eiffel Tower and Louvre
Musem.



The president of France

Emmanuel Macron is

the president of France.

Macron topped the ballot

in the first round of

voting, and was elected

President of France

on 7 May 2017. At the

age of 39, Macron

became the youngest

president in French

history.



The French cuisine
Baugettes are common in France.

A surprising fact is that there are three

types of baguettes: the regular

baguette, the baguette moulée, and the

baguette farinée. Though similar

in taste, the key difference lies in the

way they are baked. A regular baguette

is the typical golden-brown French

bread you most often encounter.



The symbol of France

Gallic Rooster is the symbol
of France.

During the First World War,
surging patriotic sentiment
made the Gallic rooster
the symbol of France's
resistance and bravery.



The typical dish of the Vosges:

The Vosges are a range of low

mountains in Eastern France, near its

border with Germany.

The most recognizable dish

for Vosges is sauerkraut.



The name of the French 

national anthem

La Marseillaise is the national

anthem of France.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIQSEq6tEVs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIQSEq6tEVs


The differences 

between the French 

countryside and 

the major French 

cities:

The people, the landscape

and the traditions.



Do French people eat every 

day baguette, cheese 

and croissants? 

NO, BECAUSE 
EVERYBODY 
DOESN’T EAT 
THE SAME THINGS!



The French car brands:



The first king 

of France:

Clovis 1st



How many cows are there 

in France?

3 500 000



The President of France in 1959

was:

Charles de Gaulle



The most famous monument 
in France:

The Eiffel 

Tower



The river crossing Paris:

The Seine



The French name for middle

school:

Collège



The element that isn’t

associated with French clichés:

Pizza



Gendarmes:
Gendarmes – military police established to maintain internal

order and military discipline as well as public safety in the army.

In Saint Tropez they are known as a celebrities.



Nancy’s Bergamotte

Nancy’s Bergamotte is a candy with a unique taste. This
translucent square sweet has a yellow amber colour, is
slightly tart and is flavoured with bergamot orange essential
oil.



Joan of Arc 

Joan of Arc, nicknamed „The Maid of Orléans” was born

in Domrémy-La-Pucelle and died at the stake in Rouen.



The peak of Canigou

The peak of Canigou (the summit of Pyrenean) has the same

name as one company of dog food!



Festival in Deauville

In Deauville every year there is an American film festiwal 

since 1975.



The Iron lady:

People are calling the Eiffel Tower the Iron lady. 



The sea that is on the French 

coast:

 the Mediterranean Sea



Is the French people’s 

mentality the same everywhere 

in France?

No, it isn’t!



The three most touristic cities 

in France:

Paris, Lyon, Lourdes



When was the Eiffel Tower 

built?

In 1887



Who is burried

under the Triumphal arc?

The unknown

soldier



The favorite sport of French 

people:

Football



Thank you for your attention!

The Primary School in Śmigiel


